
Infosmart: information skills for creatives 
http://www2.gsa.ac.uk/library/infosmart/ 

  
Schools and organisations have often devised their own Information Literacy programmes with 
differing acronyms and ordering of key components; but basically the skills and intentions are 
the same. So, if there is a suitable programme already out there why should I ‘reinvent the 
wheel’? Enter Infosmart, devised by the Library at Glasgow School of Art 
(http://www.gsa.ac.uk/). 
 
The tutors toolkit is an excellent place to start, explaining to practitioners about the intent and 
subject bias of the application. The language is stated to be simple, and definitions are provided 
for new terminology, but the language is of too high a level for general secondary school use. It 
is appropriate for the intended audience of undergraduates, and certainly suitable for Sixth 
Formers and top level KS4 students to manage. Any works created using the programme should 
be made available via creative commons as a condition of use of this application; therefore staff 
would be advised to monitor use by students under 16. The intended learning outcomes make 
the programme easily measurable and able to insert into an existing IL programme. 
 
The IL circle is a familiar one to librarians, and the modular learning of this system enables 
students to follow the whole in a cyclical manner or dip in and out as appropriate. The aim of 
each module is described clearly and at the start, my personal favourite being the ‘Evaluate’ aim 
in which students learn to assess the ‘authority, currency, relevance, accuracy and methodology’ 
of resources – my inner librarian goddess is screaming ‘YES’ (;)). The ‘Cite’ and ‘Use’ elements 
talk of academic writing and use of information professionally which supports further the age 
aim for this course being older than average school age; the intended learning outcomes clearly 
say they are geared to undergraduate, postgraduate and research skill levels, confirming this. 
The Learner Attributes and Mapping Framework confirm the relevance of the application to an 
educational establishment and make it easy for the practitioner to ensure the use of it can be 
embedded within an organisation’s own development plans, whilst the informal testing of skills 
at the end of each module will appeal to the student, learning without realising, whilst the 
downloadable certificate at the end of each module is particularly useful for the documenting and 
measuring of all learning outcomes, and could be a useful tool to ensure students directed to use 
Infosmart do so. 
 
The modules are incredibly easy to work through. Guidance is clear, concise and reasons are 
given for all and any actions required. A glossary can be downloaded at the start, although 
keywords are explained as one works through. The modules do not have to be taken one after 
the other, but each module should be completed in one time period once started to ensure the 
learning is retained. When taken in order the previous module does recap prior learning and 
expectations. A humorous ‘test’ is provided to help reinforce the learning – please note, read the 
questions carefully. 
 
Students not studying at Glasgow should be reminded that resources referred to, such as ‘rare 
books’ are not those of their own organisation; this may seem obvious to librarians but will not 
be to the students. There are also resources not accessible to those outside of Glasgow School of 
Art as they require students’ login details, a fantastic reminder podcast enables GSA students to 
login with ease. In fact, the use of Podcasts is a fantastic method – in particular in the ‘Find’ 
module, to aid learning how to locate myriad resources. 
Plentiful marketing documents are freely available for promotional use, its ‘About’ page makes 
citation very easy and will definitely be used as an exemplar in my citation lessons. It is a long 



time since I have come across a website so incredibly simple to use, yet so totally appropriate to 
my work. It served as a useful reminder and practise of my own skills in addition to its student 
potential. There seems to be no link to the main page of Infosmart once within a subpage, I had 
to delete the URL extensions to return and read/undertake a section other than the one just 
completed. It is, naturally, most appropriate to Glasgow School of Art (http://www.gsa.ac.uk/) 
and external students would require guidance in order to make full and appropriate use of it (the 
mention of Universal Decimal, for example, will mean nothing to those struggling with Dewey!), 
however, I will definitely be promoting its use, recommending it highly and adapting in-house 
elements for credited use with younger students. 
  



 


